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Team Kinetic as a Volunteer Management System (VMS) 

A VMS is incredibly helpful for volunteer opportunity Providers, looking to organise, manage, plan 

and communicate with volunteers. A volunteer management system allows you to do everything 

from one website. And, your volunteers will be able to access all these great features too. 

Volunteer Glasgow uses the platform, and VMS, Team Kinetic to host and manage your volunteer 

opportunities, and city-wide opportunity providers. There are a broad range of features available 

through this platform which a Provider can make use of when recruiting and managing their 

volunteers. This guide will take you through the free version of Team Kinetic, provided as standard 

to volunteer involving organisations, by Volunteer Glasgow 

 Recruit volunteers by creating targeted volunteer Opportunity adverts with header images, 

date and timing details and searchable terms.  

 Promote your opportunities through Kinetic events, linking in with national awareness 

campaigns and championed by Volunteer Glasgow. 

 Keep track of volunteer contact details, documentation, qualifications and hours. 

 Communicate with volunteers by sending an email to one or more of your volunteers from 

the dashboard. Reward and motivate your volunteers with positive feedback.  

 Measure your impact with easily accessible reports on volunteer registrations, hours and 

demographics. Collect Opportunity feedback from registered volunteers.  

 Access on-hand advice from Volunteer Glasgow around Opportunity advertising best 

practice, and in managing your volunteer base.  

Recruit Volunteers 
 

See “Volunteer Glasgow Digital Advertising Services Guide” for all the information you’ll need on 

registering with Volunteer Glasgow and uploading your volunteering opportunity.  

Promote your opportunities through Kinetic events 
 

Volunteer Glasgow promotes Kinetic Events throughout the year, linking in with national and 

international awareness campaigns e.g., Earth Day, Mental Health Awareness Week, Volunteers’ 

Week, Black History Month etc.  

A Provider is able join in with these Events when uploading or managing a volunteer Opportunity. 

Their opportunity will be added to an Event page, and Volunteer Glasgow will promote the related 

opportunities through an email and social media campaign.  

Here’s how to add your volunteer Opportunity to a Kinetic Event.  

Follow the steps in the previous Recruit Volunteers section to first upload your Opportunity. 

https://www.volunteerglasgow.org/downloads/Kinetic-Training-Documents-1.zip
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Towards the end of the “Create Opportunity” page, you’ll find a question with a drop-down menu 

“Opportunity part of a larger event”. Select “Yes”.  

 

Following this an additional question and drop-down menu will appear – “Select Event”. Here you’ll 

see any of the ongoing Events run by Volunteer Glasgow.  

 

You can select one of these Events, if relevant, and your opportunity will be added to the campaign 

and promoted on the front page of the website, through bulk emails to all volunteers and via social 

media.  

Events can be accessed by volunteers from the front page of the website. See “Mental Health 

Awareness Week 2022” here. 

 

 

Here’s is an example Events page too, where volunteers can scroll through relevant Opportunities.  
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There may not always be an available Event to tie in with, but keep an eye out when uploading an 

Opportunity, and Volunteer Glasgow will send a bulk email to Providers when a new Event is taking 

place.  

Keep track of volunteers 
 

Team Kinetic provides handy VMS features allowing all of your volunteers’ details can be stored in 

one easy to access space. This can be very helpful to keep a handle on who is currently volunteering 

for you, and your past database of volunteers.  

To find details of volunteers currently registered to your Opportunities - from the Provider 

dashboard find “Manage Volunteers” along the top bar, and select “Search Volunteers”.  

 

 

 

 

This will take you to your volunteer database.  
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From here, select the three dots on the right-hand side of a particular volunteer’s entry and click on 

“View Details” for more information.  

 

Following this link you’ll be provided with all volunteer details, including the option to explore 

further what opportunities they’ve signed up for, any documentation uploaded (ID, references, 

qualifications), the feedback by and for them, and their number of volunteer hours logged.  

 

When it comes to documentation, you will be able to communicate with the volunteer to request 

that they upload ID, qualifications and other items, if it’s relevant to the volunteering role.  

By selecting “Identification, CPB & Docs” on the left-hand side bar from the main volunteer details 

page, you can access the page below. This is where you will be able to find documents, after they’re 

uploaded by the volunteer.  
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Accepting a volunteer application 

In order to access all of the volunteer management features of Team Kinetic, you will first have to 

make sure that anyone who has applied for your opportunity is accepted as a volunteer. This will 

likely be after you’ve made first contact with the volunteer (maybe through a call or an email, to 

make sure that they are suited to the role) and after they’ve agreed to begin volunteering with you.  

Below is the Opportunity Summary page. On the left-hand side you will see that the “Applicants” 

tab is highlighted in red – this lets you know that someone has applied to your Opportunity. (You 

will have received an email about this too.) 
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Select the “Applicants” tab and you’ll reach this page. 

 

Here you have the option to “Approve” or “Deny” an application. Once approved, the individual 

moves to the “Approved Applicants” section. 

 

If you click on the “Volunteers” tab on the left-hand side, you’ll see their name has been added to 

your volunteers list. 
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Logging hours 

When an individual is added to the Opportunity volunteer list, you’ll be able to log their hours.  

From the Opportunity page, select “Log Hours” from the bar on the left-hand side.  

 

Now click on the “BULK FEEDBACK AND HOUR LOGGING” button in blue on the right. Following this 

you’ll be shown some additional options. You’ll always be asked to provide feedback before being 

able to log any volunteer hours.  

Feedback can be something short and sweet: “Good job, we love having you on the team!” or 

something longer and more personal, it’s up to you.  

 

After providing feedback, select the green box “LOG FEEDBACK AND MATCH LOGGED HOURS”. 

You’ll then be taken to the page below where you can enter the number of hours and the date that 

these hours were completed, as well as viewing “LOGGING HISTORY”. When you’re happy with the 

details entered, click on the green “LOG HOURS” box.  

 

A volunteer is also able to log their own hours, which the Provider will have to sign off on. Similar to 

the Provider, before being able to log hours, a volunteer must complete feedback for the 
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Opportunity. A volunteer has the option to log hours from their own dashboard. The Provider will 

see additional hours added to the “Hours To Log” area on the “Summary” page of the Opportunity. 

 

A request will also have been added to the “Log Hours” section of the Opportunity. The Provider 

will then have to leave feedback for the volunteer and “SAVE” to accept to log these hours.    

 

You’ll see all newly logged hours appear below the volunteer’s name. 
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Cumulative logged hours will appear on the front page of your dashboard, 

 

on the “Search Volunteers” page next to the name of that particular volunteer, 

 

as well as on the volunteer detail page. 

 

In this way, you can keep track of an individual’s logged hours, and the cumulative number of hours 

logged, both for one Opportunity, and over all your volunteer opportunities.  

Communicate with volunteers 
 

Integrated email feature 

You can communicate via email with your volunteers on Team Kinetic. The platform has a feature 

where previous received and sent emails can be accessed, so using this system, rather than 

emailing volunteers directly, allows you to keep a record of all email conversations with volunteers 

(Found on the top bar under “Account” and “Email Log”.  
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To email a volunteer, again access the “Search Volunteers” page found under “Manage Volunteers” 

on the top bar of the dashboard page. From here you can simply click on the three dots next to the 

volunteer you would like to contact, and select “Send Email”.  

 

A window will pop up on screen. Add a “Subject” and a “Message”, before clicking “SEND”. Ignore 

the “Select Attachment” section – if this is something you were hoping to do, it is possible to send a 

URL/ web-link via this integrated email option instead.  

 

To send an email to more than one volunteer, select the checkbox of each to the left-hand side of 

the volunteer’s name before following the same process.  

Providing feedback 

As mentioned in the previous section around logging hours, Team Kinetic provides a simple feature 

to give feedback to a volunteer. This feedback is stored in the volunteer’s profile to be accessed at 

any time. Other Providers are able to also view this feedback, so it can be a great tool to shout 

about the skills and enthusiasm of a volunteer and encourage Providers to accept their 

applications. 
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You can find both feedback from volunteers, and the feedback you have written for volunteers, 

together on the Feedback page. Navigate to the feedback page, by hovering over the “Reporting” 

tab on the top bar from your dashboard, and select “Feedback”.  

 

The feedback page provides a list of Opportunity and volunteer feedback, accessed from the left-

hand side bar.  

 

It is great practice to provide detailed feedback for your volunteers. Along with their feedback, this 

provides a narrative around the opportunity, and brilliant content to pass on to funders and 

stakeholders. 

Measure your impact 
 

A VMS makes it easier to collect and extract reporting data, which is also useful when 

communicating with funders and stakeholders, and when revising volunteering programmes.    
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First go to “Reporting” and then “Reports and Analysis”.  

 

The front page here reveals your “Quick Stats”. You can alter the “Date Range” to show data 

between two dates, at the top of the page. This may be useful when comparing data from year to 

year, or between months. Beside each figure in the “Quick Stats” area below there is “?” where you 

can find out more about that particular number. 

 

In the “Volunteers” section, accessed from the left-hand side bar, you’ll find all you need to know 

about the demographic makeup of your volunteer group including age, gender and ethnicity. This 

appears in a graphical/ visual format but beside each there is a green box option to “DOWNLOAD 

CSV”. A CSV, or Comma-separated Value file, is a simple excel spreadsheet which will contain all the 

numerical data from your chosen volunteer category.  
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The next area to explore is the “Opportunities” page. Here there is a mixture of data around both 

the individual Provider’s volunteer opportunities, and from all Providers registered with Volunteer 

Glasgow. For example, on the page below, “Opportunities by Category” will be your own 

organisation’s volunteering opportunities. Whereas “Opportunities and Their Status” illustrates the 

number of opportunities unauthorised, open, closed or removed across the whole Provider 

database. Again, click on the “?” to find out more, and the green “DOWNLOAD CSV” button to 

download the data provided.  

 

The final section is “Hours”. This area provides a visual representation of the hours logged for each 

category of Opportunity. On the page below, you can see that there is only one type of 

volunteering Opportunity delivered by the Provider – “Admin/ Office Work”. Your data is likely to 

be a little more exciting than this. There is also the option to view “Monthly Cumulative Logged 

Hours” which can give a great overview of which months had the most volunteer engagement, if 

you make sure to record all volunteer hours.  
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A Provider is able to make use of the Report and Analysis area as much as they see fit, but as 

mentioned, in order for it to be most useful – the Provider must make sure volunteer details and 

logged hours are up to date.  

Access on-hand advice from Volunteer Glasgow 
 

The cherry on top when choosing Team Kinetic as your Volunteer Management System, is having 

Volunteer Glasgow’s Organisation Support team on hand for any questions and advice. Our team 

can provide you with one-to-one support in making use of Team Kinetic to upload your 

opportunities and manage your volunteers, as well as any other aspect of volunteer management 

you need help with.  

Contact findvolunteers@volunteerglasgow.org if you have any questions about Team Kinetic or 

Volunteer Glasgow’s other services.  

 

mailto:findvolunteers@volunteerglasgow.org

